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Thank You!!
The SESSS would like to extend heartfelt thanks to all who entered our Virtual Charity
Dog Show 2021, our Sponsors and to all who generously sent donations for the two
charities that the show was held in aid of, namely MNDA (South West) in memory
of Malcolm Shovel (Tiverstone ESS) and Just Springers Rescue. We received a
fantastic 467 entries which, together with the donations, has raised an incredible
£1300 which will be divided equally between the charities. Thank you so much!!
We are extremely grateful to the following Sponsors for their kind donation of fantastic
prizes:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beaters ESS & Crackerjanne ESS
Arden Grange
Natures Menu
Platinum
Kennelpak (UK Distributor for Wellness CORE canine
nutrtion dog food)
StylishdogsUK
Serafina
Calvin’s Fields at The Coloured Ponds

Finally, we would like to extend a massive thanks to all our Judges for all their hard
work. Their identity was, and will, remain secret, even to each other!! Furthermore,
each of their entries was identifiable only by ring number for judging purposes, ring
numbers being replaced by pet names once judging was complete and results
published.
We hope that you will enjoy browsing through this Photo Album which is a compilation
of the main winners, class placings 1st to 5th and Judge’s comments.

Thank You to everyone who supported this Charity Show
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Supreme Best In Show
The Supreme Best In Show, out of a total of 467 entries, was chosen by ESS breed
specialist Judge G from the photos of the Best In Show (Pedigree) and Best In Show
(Fun). Judge G’s choice is pictured below.
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Pedigree Classes ~ The Overall Winners
The overall winners of the Pedigree classes were chosen by ESS breed specialist
Judge C from photos of the Best Dog, Best Puppy Dog, Best Veteran Dog, Best
Bitch, Best Puppy Bitch and Best Veteran Bitch. Judge C’s choices are pictured
below.
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Pedigree Dog Classes
The 5 Pedigree Dog Classes attracted a total entry of 67 dogs and were judged by
ESS breed specialist Judge A. Each dog was identifiable only by ring number for
judging purposes. Our judge kindly provided a critique which is presented below.
Photos of the main winners and 1st to 5th in the classes follow this critique.
Judge A’s Critique
‘I was delighted to be invited to judge the ‘Southern’s’ Virtual Charity Dog Show and
grateful for the lovely entry of photos that came my way. It must be said that some
of the photos did not do full justice to the dogs and yet some quality photos rather
‘overtook’ the eye. Nevertheless it was good fun for me and well done to everyone
for making the effort for two very worthy causes.
Class 1: Puppy Dog (11 entries)
1st: No. 29, 11 months old. Liked his overall shape and balanced outline. Also his
deep, square muzzle although just a little proud in forehead. Appears to have good
shoulder angulation, good reach of neck and nice through stifle and hocks. His
elbows fit neatly into a good body that has plenty of depth. Stood well and foursquare
on neat feet. BPD
2nd: No. 160, 6 months old. I don’t think his photo did him full justice but has a very
good shape and outline for such a baby. His head profile looks promising. Liked his
neat body and fore chest.
Class 2: Junior Dog (8 entries)
1st: No. 221. Eye-catching young boy with a lovely outline. His proportions are just
right. Looks to have a pleasant masculine head from the profile with elegant neck
flowing into good shoulder angulation. The photo gives the impression of good rib,
loin and hind quarters. Tail-set looks a little low but that is being very picky on what
is a very nice young dog.
2nd: No. 133. Not quite the eye-catcher of the 1st but looks to be a well put together
springer. From the profile I like his head and general overall shape. Looked really
well turned out that day with the sun on his back.
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Class 3: Post Graduate Dog (12 entries)
1st: No. 155. Caught my eye straight away in this class. Lovely presentation and
standing absolutely foursquare for his handler which shows his attributes to full
advantage. Nice deep muzzle of good proportion to the length of his skull. Adequate
neck and fore chest. Has depth through the chest, with elbows neatly set. Gives
appearance of good rib, loin and well angulated hind quarters. All this mounted on
nice tight feet.
2nd: No. 164. More flashy than the winner of the class and a pleasure to look at. Just
get the impression from the photo he does not have quite the depth and body of the
1st. Nevertheless he looks good throughout.
Class 4: Open Dog (29 entries)
1st: No. 31. A stunning photo of a super dog. His photo says it all - fabulous outline,
great proportions. BD.
2nd: No. 202. I felt this black and white boy probably looks better than his photo
suggested, because he is somewhat in shadow, and not quite standing foursquare .
Nevertheless his head looks masculine yet refined. Elegant neck flows on to a great
top-line. Good fore chest, deep body. His stance does not show is upper arm to its
best advantage but I get the impression his shoulder placement is good. His rear end
looks firm, set on neat hacks with tight feet fore and aft.
Class 5: Veteran Dog (7 entries)
1st: No. 253. Looking very good at 9 years of age and guess he has done a fair
share of winning. Very good on the eye throughout. Pleasing head shape, nice
through neck and shoulders. Plenty of depth in body and retaining a very good topline and nice tight feet. BVD
2nd: No. 238. Tri-coloured boy - longer cast than winner, which just lets him down in
top-line. Otherwise has a lot to like including a pleasant head profile, good reach of
neck, good depth of chest.
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Pedigree Dog Classes ~ The Main Winners
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Class 1 Puppy Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
11 entries
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Class 2 Junior Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
8 entries
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Class 3 Post Graduate Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
12 entries
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Class 4 Open Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
29 entries
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Class 5 Veteran Dog ~ Winners
Judge A
7 entries
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Pedigree Bitch Classes
The 5 Pedigree Bitch Classes attracted a total entry of 94 bitches and were judged
by ESS breed specialist Judge B. Each bitch was identifiable only by ring number
for judging purposes. Our judge kindly provided a critique which is presented
below. Photos of the main winners and 1st to 5th in the classes follow this critique.
Judge B’s Critique
‘What a delightful occupation for a lockdown! Thank you for giving me such a grand if
sometimes rather testing time. That old saying about not having enough ‘cards’ was
very true in most classes! I was asked to ignore whether I had previously judged the
dogs but simply to compare the exhibits in the photographs. An old mentor always
advised me to get the best picture I could of all my good dogs for posterity but I fully
realise how difficult that exhortation can be! Sometimes the resolution was a bit low
to allow me to fully inspect the picture or the angle of the photo probably affected the
eventual result but I fully enjoyed looking at each and every one! Thank you!
Class 6: Puppy Bitch (18 entries)
1st: No. 226, 8 months old. Lovely make and shape from nose to tail this puppy is
feminine and typical and standing in such an assured way all the better to display
her obvious assets. BPB
2nd: No. 32, 8 months old. Close up decision this very typical and balanced youngster
appealed greatly.
3rd: No. 203, 10 months old. This shapely individual is just what I expect to see in a
promising bitch puppy.
Res: No. 136, ~10 months old. Much to like, standing balanced and free from
exaggeration like a good one should.
VHC: No. 152. Another super youngster with clean lines she really pleases the eye
and looks as if she would continue to develop well.
Class 7: Junior Bitch (17 entries)
1st: No. 33, 16 months old. Looks the finished article, simply glows with good health
and everything is where it should be from lovely feet and pasterns upwards.
2nd: No. 272, 13 months old. Kudos indeed for any owner able to stack their juvenile
in what appears to be a kitchen environment! I liked the proportions and outlook of
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this exhibit
3rd: No. 262. Not perhaps as forward as the winners but shapely with the look of a
fit and active type that should progress well.
Res: No. 227, 17 months old. Could not see the feet on this one sadly but never
the less has all the qualities I look for with a feminine headpiece and seemingly well
bodied and smart.
VHC: No. 108, 16 months old. Another missing her feet but a tidy individual who
scores in most departments.
Class 8: Post Graduate Bitch (15 entries)
1st: No. 228, almost 3 yrs old. Racy but not exaggerated. Very pretty with soft
expression and good skull and foreface, I forgave her lack of feet in the photo
because she excelled otherwise for me with that lovely flowing topline, a bitch you
would enjoy showing and having in your maternity wing
2nd: No. 263. Smart, well proportioned individual, who pushed hard, and looks like
she would be very good to go over
3rd: No. 205, 3 yrs old. Strong headed individual, good height to length ratios, a
likeable sort who takes the eye.
Res: No. 244, 2 yrs old. Intriguing because has so much to like for make and shape
but not taken from the most flattering angle to fully assess her finer points.
VHC: No. 86, nearly 3 yrs old. I kept coming back to this one and she therefore made
the cut, has such an honest head and I like her frame and rear assembly.
Class 9: Open Bitch (28 entries)
1st: No. 34, 3 yrs old. Clearly one for whom the standard could have been written, I
wish that she were mine and I am sure to meet her in real life would not disappoint.
Gorgeous and with undeniable presence! BB
2nd: No. 87, 4 yrs old. This one has an almost timeless quality. I cannot find anything
that does not appeal, she fills the eye and is another very lovely example
3rd: No. 229, 3 yrs old. Clearly another well made individual of high quality who is
not disgraced here, has all the essentials in all the right places.
Res: No. 119, 3 yrs old. Another classy specimen who has many top qualities that
are very clear to see, well bodied and stands beautifully balanced.
VHC: No. 231, nearly 3 yrs old. It is splendid to be so spoilt for choice. Another treat
for the eye she looks feminine and good to handle and might change places on any
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other day.
Class 10: Veteran Bitch (16 entries)
1st: No. 232, 8 yrs old. Stylish and looks to be of the highest quality wearing her
years very, very lightly. Epitomises the standard, ultra feminine and typical and in
the photo looks to be in superb condition. BVB
2nd: No. 230, 8 yrs old. Upstanding and presents well with all the attributes that a
good one should have
3rd: No. 109, 8 yrs old. Lovely type, very pleasing outline with super rear assembly,
I love to see them standing so well over their feet.
Res: No. 37, 7 yrs 2 mths old. IAppeals for make and shape, I like her head piece
and good flowing backline.
VHC: No. 93, 9 yrs old. I wish my photo was just a little bit clearer because what I
can discern looks to have the b desired breed characteristics in a pleasing wrapper.
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Pedigree Bitch Classes ~ The Main Winners
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Class 6 Puppy Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
18 entries
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Class 7 Junior Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
17 entries
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Class 8 Post Graduate Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
15 entries
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Class 9 Open Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
28 entries
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Class 10 Veteran Bitch ~ Winners
Judge B
16 entries
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Fun Classes ~ The Overall Winner
The overall winner of the Fun classes was chosen by ESS breed specialist Judge F
from photos of the winners of the 10 Fun Classes which are shown in the following
pages. Judge F’s choice is pictured below.
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Fun Classes ~ The Main Winners
The winners of the 10 Fun classes were chosen by 2 ESS breed specialists Judge D and
Judge E who judged 5 classes each. The 10 Fun Classes attracted a total entry of 306.
Each entry was identifiable only by ring number for judging purposes. The Judges main
winners are pictured below and on the following page. Photos of 1st to 5th in each class
follow after these.
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Fun Classes ~ The Main Winners cont.
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Class 11 Golden Oldies aged 7yrs plus
Judge D: 17 entries
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Class 12 Platinum Oldies aged 11yrs plus
Judge E: 28 entries
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Class 13 Best Rescued English Springer
Judge E: 8 entries
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Class 14 Funniest English Springer Expression
Judge D: 26 entries
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Class 15 Muckiest English Springer
Judge D: 17 entries
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Class 16 Prettiest English Springer Bitch
Judge E
52 entries
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Class 17 Most Handsome English Springer Dog
Judge D
41 entries
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Class 18 Best Still Action Shot
Judge E: 52 entries
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Class 19 Cutest English Springer Pup 6mths & Under
Judge E: 43 entries
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Class 20 Dog the Judge would most like to take home
Judge D: 21 entries
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